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At the age of sixty-six, Mrs. Esther Mae Bodie is still going strong. In addition to
the chores of everyday life, she continues to grub fish, collect medicine plants, plait top,
and care for her two acre farm in The Hermitage on the Exuma Cays in the beautiful
country of the Bahamas:
I love to talk about my life because my life from a
little girl up to now it was pleasant. Although a
little sickness come between, as I just telled my
sister, I said to her: “I couldn’t believe I would be
alive today. You know how bad, Sister, I was so
sick.” She said “Yes, Esther Mae.” But as I thank
God, I look right now… from then up to now… I am
still working so hard and I just don’t feel tried.
When I leave my farm, I go back home and do my
housework. Get to the stove and just go and cook.
Get my old field clothes off. Get a shower and go to
the stove. Cook and clean up everything and just
don’t feel tried and then I go and do my plaiting.
Then, while I am doing that, maybe if I have clothes
to wash, I throw them in the machine. I don’t
worry about that thing… the drier… put them on
the line. Then around seven o’clock, I am back in
the prayer meeting and still be thankful to God.
Amen Jesus!

Mrs. Bodie and her grandson

She has lived over forty-five years in The Hermitage “making an honest living.” To
some outsiders her work may seem hard, but to her this is definitely not the case:
I just love it! I put my time into it. It’s
not too hard. I get used to it. It’s like
how you are used to your garden. You
take everything real smooth. You aren’t
feeling: “I have to know to do this or
do that.” You already know what you
have to do and you know how to do it.
That’s just like me with my farm. I know
what to do. I know when to plant and
when the time is to reap and I know how
to do my straw. I feel nothing hard
about it. Nothing! I just go ahead and
do.

Mrs. Bodie and her lunch place
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Mrs. Bodie’s strength and determination derives from a strong belief in the powers of the
Lord:
I never forget the mind of a man makes
a person. God gave me the mind to
work. God give me the mind to get out
there and help somebody. If you are in
need and if I have a dollar fifty cent…
you have it! Amen! That’s right. I
pray for you. I go to your house. I get
down and pray and talk and I counsel
you. God give me that mind, Man.
Sometime I wonder how I make it but
it’s God. I prove God over and over.
Man, over and over. When there is no
way, my God right there. He make a
way. I always remember this and I will
never forget: TRUST in the LORD!

St. Paul’s Baptist Church

Family and Life-History
Born on October 22, 1938 in the settlement of Barraterre on Exuma, Mrs. Bodie grew up
learning about island life from her parents:

My father… My mother…they were farmers. In those days
the children, we would go to school but then they would sit
us down and listen to how they do farming and things.
That’s how I get to know how to farm and then I got to
know how to sail boat. I got to know how to use electric
saw to cut board. My father had to do straw work. Plait
and different things. I plait. I sow hats and things. My
mother teach me how to plait and sow hats and they teach
me how to grow. Hard working growing up, it was hard
working.
After marrying Mr. Ervin Bodie and moving to The
Hermitage, she juggled the responsibilities of being a
loving mother and working in the hotel industry:
Mr. Ervin Bodie

I just love to work! I worked in hotel too! I worked all
over the island. I worked [at] Peace and Plenty and
another place over [on] Goat Cay. Last place I worked was Peace and Plenty. I just like
to work in the evening. Why I don’t like to work in the afternoon? I must see my children
come from school. Be home. Have something to eat and see that they go to their book.
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That’s what’s mine and that’s the way God have gave me the way to do and to train my
children and see that everyone is home before I leave.
While working in the hotels, Mrs. Bodie would do anything that was asked: “Whatever
you put me to do I do it. If you put me to sweep the floor I do it. I am telling you! You
put me to serve… I do that. It don’t matter.” She worked in hotels until her last child had
grown up, when she vowed to never work for someone else again:
I said I am tried of working for man. I throw my working
bag down and I went to the corner of my house as I speak
and I hold my two hands to God I said “God, help me. My
children from day one up to now everyone is up. Everyone
is old and can do for themselves. Right now after this year
I don’t want to work for nobody else but work for you.”
And I leave that Peace and Plenty in two weeks time. My
last child I said when she graduate from school “No man I
go work for but you. I ain’t working for nobody else.” I
work my farm and work for God. When God speaks, he will
send you places. I went to Texas. I went to Detroit. I went
all over! Every year, now and again, I go to Miami. That’s
right and do the work of the Lord. Anywhere I go they can
call me I can stand up and talk about Jesus. When I
became a Decanis of the church, God just tell me e said:
“You are going to move higher ahead.” And now I am
Mrs. Bodie’s granddaughter
looking forward to be Minister. I going to be a Dean from
that. From a minister, I am going higher. No stopping. No stopping. No stopping! That’s
my desire. You know God grant you a desire. Sense you be low and humble and just
believe in the Lord. That where I get mines and all alone by myself. Just how I am alone
in this farm. Oh no, I don’t have nobody to talk with. Me and the Father talk. When I get
tired, I go under a tree and I kneel down and I pray. Everyday! Three, four times a day I
pray to God. I catch myself praying and praising
God.
Today, she keeps busy caring for her twenty-three
grandchildren, two of whom play in the Junior
Police Band. She is raising her grandchildren as she
did her children with a solid belief in being thankful
for what God provides and to always be respectful
to people:
What I always tell my children is: “What is not
yours leave it even if I put something down. I have
my tape, my radio, my cassette, my bible, my church
book. Don’t bother with that. You have your own
bible. You have your own church book. Use what
belongif to you.” That’s the way I taught my
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Mrs. Bodie’s grandsons

children. I don’t care if I leave eighty, fifty…
whatever! I leave in my bill that is not yours. I
leave that there and I go back in my bedroom.
I want to meet that there even if you cleaned
it up. You brush it up. You left it just like that.
I have thirteen children seven daughters and
six sons and I never have to tell them: “Why
you do that? Why you take that? Because
people’s things don’t bother me. I work for
what I want. What God bless me with I am
satisfied with that. I love the Lord. The Holy
Spirit direct me and just how he directs me I
Mrs. Bodie and grandchildren
teach my children. Love people! It don’t
matter who you is. I may be black and you a different color. God made all of us and
that’s why anytime you come. Your coming to Mrs. Bodie, somebody would say: “I know
where she is.” I have people calling me from Detroit, Texas, all over! I have been all
over those places.

Visiting from Nassau, Mrs. Bodie’s
grandchildren play in the summer sun

Mrs. Bodie and her sisters, Miriam and Natalie

Kate Payne with Mrs. Bodie’s dog
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The Farm
Mrs. Bodie’s home sits atop a hill
that overlooks her farm and the
surrounding bush. She
spends all day working outside and
enjoys every moment of it:
That’s where I make my living from.
The farm. I love it! I just love
farming! I cut my bush. We call it
the field. The whole of it I cut
myself. I have cut all of this just like
that. Then when it dry, I burn it and
then I come and plant the peas and
things.
Mrs. Bodie’s field on the back side of her home

Her field is divided between two
kinds of activities that are planted “according to the season and the rain.” In the cooler
months, she plants a vegetable garden where she grows her own food plants. In the
summer, most of Mrs. Bodie’s field is devoted to “heavy farming.” These crops that the
Lord has blessed her with are sold to the packinghouse which distributes her seeds all
over the Bahamas:
I call all this farm. But we make a
distinction between when it is
garden, when it’s earning or
whatever. That type of season with
me has passed. That has grown up
now. When I clean it up it will be
that time of season again. Right
now, right here I just fertilized and
just leave it. Then I go and weed it
up for another season. Then I
plant onions, cabbage and
tomatoes in the spring.

Bananas, mangos and sour limes grow in her front yard
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From year to year, Mrs. Bodie selects and
saves her best seeds to ensure next year’s
crop:
Just use them [the seeds] over and over.
The seeds that I get from last year, I have
the saved seeds from then and that is what
I am planting now. Even the peas, you
save the peas seed and that is what I am
planting now. You sell what you want to
sell. You eat what you want to eat but
remember save your seed! You don’t want
to plant the small seed. I always pick out
the big pea seed and pick out the best
corn seed then I sell the rest.
Mrs. Bodie saves her seeds to replant the following year

There is not a year that goes by that Mrs.
Bodie does not plant because:

Every year you have to farm for fresh onions, farm for fresh tomatoes, farm for fresh
cabbages. But this year I went out to do what I call heavy farming for corn and peas but I
always put out the garden because God will help you get the little corn at anytime the
rain come.
Using a cutlass, Mrs. Bodie clears the
thicket of bush around her farm on
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. She
weeds the rest of the week. As Mrs. Bodie
has recently completed, she continues to
open up more land for cultivation in an
amazingly short period of time:
I do it all alone by myself. I cut all this. It
only takes me…ok, if I come to work at
8:00 or 8:30 in the morning, it will take me
about four days. When I said four days, its
two weeks because I only work in the farm
Working alone Mrs. Bodie clears a new area
four days. Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday I work. From here to there it took only two weeks and I only worked three
days. I take a day to weed- the small weed. It doesn’t take too long for me to cut the
bushes.
Before Mrs. Bodie plants the new field: “I have to burn it. When I burn it and the rain
come down then I plant it.” Working alone, she knows exactly when, what and how to
burn so that the fire does not escape her, as she explained:
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Ok, you see this whole
place…we cut this…all these
high trees. Ok, let me put it
like this: just how you see
over there…now with all
those thick bushes… I cut it
down and after I cut them
down it dry and I put fire to
it and they burn. It will burn
out itself. Don’t worry about
the wind or nothing just let it
burn. I cut from here and
stop over there to the wall.
The fire stop…it won’t go
over. And then after that you
let it stay and if rain fall on
it, you go and plant.
A newly burned area waiting to be planted

Not only does fire add nutrients to the soil, it also serves as an effective method of pest
control, as Mrs. Bodie clarified:
You have to burn the ground because of sometimes the ants at certain seasons, will be
under the earth and then if you cut it and you burn it that means that the ants will die.
Only in the garden can you get your truck and turn it up and put the dust for the ants. But
we can’t do that in the farm. The tractor cleaned up for me and then put the dust for the
ants. But when we do it like this
[farming], we burn it and we cut
this.
Once her field has been burned, Mrs.
Bodie finds planting soil in and
around the hard limestone rocks. She
never has to apply anything to the
soil: “We just work and leave it in
God's hands.” New seeds are then
placed into the ground:

Using a cutlass to break the soil, seeds are planted in
the ground
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You weed then you weed again…
like I am doing down here, and you
plant like this: brake up the soil
[with the cutlass] and drop it [the
seed] in the ground.

The rain waters all of Mrs. Bodie’s
plants: “During the rain season you
don’t have to water. They grow just
like that.” However, during times of
drought it can be very difficult:
If God sends the rains you will get
from it. But if it’s dry you will get
nothing. It will die. Nothing can spring
without God’s shower. Shower from
above. Even in summer, no matter
what you have- I don’t work my
Mrs. Bodie’s plants are watered by the rain God
[vegetable] garden in summer, in
brings to the Exuma Cays
December I start the garden because it
doesn’t matter how you water in the garden, it has to be trees right now [during the
summer]. Like I have mangos, sour trees, pear trees. They already catch. They can take
the chaffing, which means they can stand the dry. But when it comes to cabbage or
tomatoes, they can’t stand nothing. They more cool weather.
When the rains do come, unwanted plants grow in abundance causing Mrs. Bodie to
weed on a daily bases: “But I love it!”
After an area produces a second crop, the field is left to recover by allowing the bush to
return once again: “Over there …I cut it down… that place when I reap a second time. I
leave it and go cut down another place.”

The Moon’s Importance
Many Exumians look to the moon when
determining farming practices, and Mrs.
Bodie is no exception. When asked if
there were things that indicated when to
plant she responded:
I have a book but I don’t really
particularly use the book. Plant by the
book? The book is for more vegetables but
when it comes to farming I plant by the
Night falling on the Exuma Cays
moon. You see all these cassava trees or
whatever you plant by the moon. You have
the full moon, you have the young moon, and then the moon is racing. You don’t plant
[on the racing moon] because the things won’t come up to nothing. They will just spring
up and die down.
Knowing the moon’s cycles is very important to be a productive farmer on the Exuma
Cays. As explained above, and in the following statement, if a person burns, plants or
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harvests on the wrong moon, they will not be successful. For example, after cutting the
bush and letting it dry:
Then you have to burn it on the race moon. Ok, when
the moon get going down or when the moon gettin’
old but when you burn it on a young moon you just
spring weed. Like when the moon is just coming up
you may not notice that where you come from. The
moon and the land and the way is different. Different
area! But we have when we look to the west this is a
young moon we can’t burn. It will spring more weeds!
Then when you see that moon get somewhere here
[just over ahead], you can burn because the moon is
old and when you see the moon set this way that is
dark-night. Then you can plant or you can do
whatever you have to do. You can work by the moon.
Mrs. Bodie plants each month to insure that she
always has food plants and seeds for the
packinghouse. However, she will never plant without
taking the moon into consideration:

New corn planted on a full moon

You only plant certain things as I said underground on the full moon. You can plant that
same day. You can plant next day too. Just as long as the moon full. When you plant
above ground, if the moon come out like on the fifth of the month you don’t plant until the
ninth or the eighth. Don’t plant your things too much on the young moon because
everything will grow small. But you let it be a couple days… the moon be a couple days
old…then you can plant.
Take the planting of cassava for example:
We take the stick and plant it. But what happens is you
have to know the right time and the right moon to plant
ever thing! Plant by Moon! You don’t just go and plant.
You put them underground. You plant…you catch
them…on the eve of the full'n.
Cassava is also dug: “according to the good moon.”
Moreover, Mrs. Bodie like other Exumians, can
forecast the weather by watching the moon. They can
predict the coming of hurricanes by the moon’s color.
Other natural phenomena, such as rainbows, can be
foretelling as Mrs. Bodie indicated:
Mrs. Bodie digs cassava only on the
right moon
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When you see the full moon sometime it pour rain and when you see the young moon,
Man, sometime it flood. Both moon will give you rain.
When you see the moon and its dark that means we are going to have rain. When you see
the circle around the moon, not the same full moon, we might have some rain. This week
we had a good bit of rain.
You can look on the moon and see what color it is. Some scientists really study it they can
tell you, but it is all about the color. When you see the rainbow in the sky, you
have to prepare yourself. You will have a gush of rain. Where ever you be it will come
right down on you. I always catch up in it. You try to run from it but you can’t. You can’t
reach.
The moon influences more than just plants
and the weather, as she shared:
That’s just like you have a baby and this
baby born on the full moon…Plump! Big!
No small little squinchy baby. But when you
have babies on the young moon…small little
baby. Them small. All my children were full
babies. Fat! My children were ten pounds
and nine pounds and half. Full moon! When
they are born on the young moon, they are
small little tiny babies. Seven and half
pounds. Six and half. I don’t think much
babies are born on the Race moon. It’s just
the time when you get pregnant.

The cycles of the moon affect many things on the
Exuma Cays

The effects of the moon have been
discovered by generations of people observing the skies above:
I think that’s the plan. I must say that the astrology people, they were very wise in those
days and they read the sign of the moon. Even the sun. When you see the time for the sun
to cross the line…you can look and see that the sun don’t rise in the direction that they
suppose to. It’s a certain month in the year the sun cross the line. It don’t come strait
over. It go like on the side and when you see the moon is full, the moon full from this way
and when you see the moon raise this way…new moon! This way and you see the full
moon this way. We call this west. It go this way which is east and when the sun cross the
line, the sun rise this way…east and the sun set in the west.
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Mrs. Bodie’s Farm Plants
Mrs. Bodie grows many kinds of tropical fruit
trees and vegetables in her back yard.
“Plenty” pigeon peas can be found in Mrs.
Bodie’s field. The plants will produce twice a
year with the early ones coming to bear in the
summer while the late peas ripen around the
holidays:
These are the early ones. Come, I will show
you them blossoming again. These are the
blossoms and will bring another set of peas.
See how they grow. In October they bloom
with a red blossom. You will have pigeon peas
for Christmas and December.

The yellow flower of pigeon peas indicates
that they will soon start bearing

Pigeon pea plants will live for several years but if they do
die, Mrs. Bodie will cut them down, “weed it up” and plant
again by the right moon with seeds that were dried in
January, February, and March. As with other plants, if peas
are planted on the wrong moon they will not spring: “These
[peas] I planted on a real good moon and they came right
up!”
As Mrs. Bodie walks through her garden,
collecting peas, she snaps the dead tips of
individual plants to encourage more
growth. Some of the peas are dried and
stored while others are kept green in a
refrigerator located in a small building off
“Plenty” pigeon peas grow
in Mrs. Bodie’s farm
her home. Those that she keeps for her
family are used in tasty dishes such as
peas and rice or pea soup with salt beef or spare ribs. However, most
of the dried peas are sent to the packinghouse. To prepare them to sell,
Mrs. Bodie first dries them in the sun. Then she separates the seeds
from the pods by hitting the seedpods with a stick, a process call
thrashing. Finally, she cleans the debris away and stores her peas in a
large tub.
Before peas are sent to the
packinghoue they need to be
thrashed
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New peas with “catch” if planted
on the right moon

During the summer stalks of fresh corn are also growing in Mrs. Bodie’s garden:
The whole yard, you look down is corn. Down there the
corn is drying. These ones are just coming. That one
you can eat. It’s starting to flower. These here [the
corn] only in the dry weather they grow. Once it’s dry
we shell it. We fan it and then we measure it in a core
can and we sell it to the packinghouse.

Corn ripens in the summer

Two varieties of corn referred to as
“Indian” and “white” are grown each
Indian corn is ground into flour for “red” grits
having different size kernels and cob
length. Planted in the spring, seeds are saved from year to year after they have been
reaped in the late summer. Once the corn dries in the field it is ready to harvest. Green
corn may be boiled to eat while the dried corn is ground into flour for grits. Corn bread is
also made.
Many kinds of beans can be found climbing over old tree trunks, on the
ground or "just running right up on” bushes like pigeon peas or guava
trees in Mrs. Bodie’s farm.

Native beans include lima, red, white and
colored varieties

As Mrs. Bodie described, beans
grow "plenty in the bunches. Right
on the edge of the stem. Little green
ones. Wait for the green one.” The
native varieties are referred to as red,
white, colored, and lima beans.
Seeds are saved every year to
provide the next years supply for the
packinghouse. The beans are
prepared in much the same way as
the pigeon peas before they are sold.
Mrs. Bodie sun dries them, thrashes
them and then stores them with her
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Beans can be seen “running
right up on” almost
anything in Mrs. Bodie’s
field

other cash crops. With beans that she doesn’t sell, Mrs. Bodie makes soup with peeled
sweet potatoes.
Cassava trees are also nurtured in Mrs. Bodie’s
farm:
Cassava grows in the ground. This is how
cassava looks growing in the ground. This
grows big. It has so much cassava in it I could
hardly lift it. Plenty cassava! I took up one
cassava that I got from over there- one weighed
four, one weighed five, and one weighed six
pounds from the same tree! I know this one
may weight more because I can hardy lift the
tree!

Mrs. Bodie’s seeds are sold all over the Bahamas

Cassava is planted and harvested on the full
moon and requires special care when it is placed back into the ground:

“Plenty cassava” is grown by
Mrs. Bodie

They don’t have a season. You just have to
know what time to plant it. When they
flower they are ready. When you dig it, you
boil it then dry it. You dig it up according to
the good moon. You plant it back and you
still keep growing cassava. You dig it again
and plant the tree back. I will plant these
back again when it is good moon. These are
another set I will put back on the right
moon. I just leave the stick and when the
time to plant comes, I can get these same
stick. I can plant it all through…use my grab
hoe. These are where they spring from- the
eyes. You see how they lay on the ground.
But you have to know how to plant it. See if
you plant it up side down you aren’t going
to get nothing. You have to plant it how it is
now. The eye turned down. You just cut
plant and then you cut it again and put it
back the same way.

When planting cassava, the
“eyes” have to be turned down

A new cassava takes eight months to “spring” again. As a result, when Mrs. Bodie digs
for cassava, she only takes what is needed: “We take it up and then we plant fresh
cassava again. This one I took cassava before and you see how it grows again. It bloom
just like that. It will just bloom right back!”
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Like cassava, sweet potatoes have to be planted on the full moon or by the high tide. As
Mrs. Bodie expressed, growing sweet potatoes can be hard work:

It’s plenty work! You have to clean them all.
That grows in the ground. When I come in
October-November they growing everywhere.
In the ground that will be potato. Sometimes
there will be three to four in a line. These are
the young ones. I have to come back and weed.
The more you weed them, they just run wild and
where ever they put the slit in the ground they
will have potatoes. While I was weeding, I just
pile up the stones so the potato has more space
to run. This we call the slit. This is where the
Sweet potatoes cover the ground in Mrs.
potatoes will grow from. You just dig the hole,
Bodie’s field
cut the potato slit from over there and I dig the
hole and plant it and that’s how you plant all your potatoes. I cut the slit with this same
full moon and I just plant it. Where ever they run, they will bring forth the potato. We
have to set the root out and then when it is time for them to bear, you will meet them piled
up on the ground. I already got some from that area and now when I clean these out
when the summer come, Man you will have potatoes.
When the purple and white flowers are seen that
means that the “sweet potatoes will start bearing.”
Once fully mature, the potatoes are both sold for
cash, and used in Bahamian cuisine, such as pea
and bean soup.
At various times of the year, other
kinds of crops can be found in
Mrs. Bodie’s field. In warmer
weather, she grows peanuts and
yams which:

As Mrs. Bodie weeds, she makes piles of stones
so that the sweet potatoes have more room to
spread

Grows in the earth. These are not
ready to eat yet. They come up.
Some may be bigger. The tree will
dry up when it’s ready. As long as
it’s green it isn’t ready. When you
see it dry down you reap it.

Sometimes she will grow sugar cane which by mid-summer, may be
hidden by the tall corn stalks. Okra can also grow to be large in the
warm Bahamian summer: “See how big it grows. Okra grows on this
tree. Some of them are just as long as this stem. They are not ready yet.”
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Some year, Mrs. Bodie will
plant sugar cane

Additionally, she will have watermelon,
pumpkins, and muskmelons, which:
When it grows, it grows this long. When you have
enough we send it to the packinghouse. Last year
do you remember all those big pumpkins? I have
the pumpkin seeds. The muskmelon seeds. I have
all them ready to plant. This is time now to start
planting [March-April]. As quick as I burn I start
planting again. When you come back, the Lord’s
Melons are planted in spring for a summer harvest
sparing, you will have a new place to go in. I just
like to work. I use to work in hotel you know. I
stopped that. Get out in the sun! It keeps you healthy!
During the cooler parts of the year, in her vegetable garden
one may find tomatoes, onions, cabbage as well as sweet
peppers.
Aside from these crops, fruit
trees shade Mrs. Bodie’s home,
providing medicine and food.

Cabbage is a cool season crop
because they cannot take the dryness
of summer

Guava trees planted from seed
grow in Mrs. Bodie’s front and
backyard. Guavas are ripe
when:

They are a little firmer. They
are ready when they turn
yellow and fall off the tree. When this tree has a little ripe
color on it I tell the children to come. When they see any ripe
ones they pick it and eat it, but don’t destroy the young ones.

The flower of a guava will produce the
sweet tasting fruit

Guava can be peeled and eaten fresh or cooked into
delicious foods such as guava jam, bread, and duff:

Ripe guavas are eaten fresh or made into
jam, bread and duff
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You can take guavas and make guava jam. It is the
same guava you can buy from the shop. You take it
and peel it. Take out the seed, put them aside. When
I get all the seed out, I boil the seed, strain the seed
and get the juice from it. Then I boil the skin and
meat inside. I then put it in the refrigerator. When
the kids come, I send it with them to make guava
duff and jam. Simple as that! You look around my
yard I planted lots of guavas, bananas and things.
Mrs. Bodie’s coconuts trees are so tall that she
needs her grandson to climb them:

Among other things, coconut trees provide shade
from the hot summer

You have to climb to get them. I get the boys to
climb and get them. They are ready now [July]. You get good jelly and good cool water
from there. Coconut water!
Coconuts can be made into bread, cake or “do whatever you want to do with it. But you
have to let them dry. Dry them to make the coconut top. But the green ones you can eat
them with whatever or get your coconut water. I my self, that’s the only thing I sit right
down and drink…the water. Then take the coconut, I call it the coconut white jelly and
eat it but any thing else like that I hardly sit down to eat.”

To parpare coconut water, the
outer shell is shaved with a cutlass

A small hole is cut in the top so
that the “bath” inside is not
broken

Finally, the refreshing water is
enjoyed on a hot summer day

Mrs. Bodie has also planted sugar bananas close to her
back door. Her grandchildren love to eat them fresh off
the tree because "as they grow they get fat, fat, fat.”
Bananas can be made into bread, cake, pudding, or pie,
particularly by Mrs. Bodie’s son who is in the bakery
business and can “whatever you call for he can make” out
of bananas. Other varieties of bananas that may be found
in Exumian gardens are plantains, dole, or apple.
Hot bird peppers are grown to
season fish
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Mrs. Bodie explained how the trees
are re-grown after they produce and
die:
These are the suckers from the banana
tree. When these are dead, we chop
them down and then these suckers will
come up. It’s always continuing
growing. You always have bananas.
Then they grow and shiveout the
bananas!

Mrs. Bodie’s grandchildren love bananas picked from her
trees planted throughout her garden

In the back of Mrs. Bodie’s home, a
big sour tree is used for the following
purpose: “It’s nice to season fish or
meat and see how it grow. That big
one there. It looks something like
orange fruit but they are the big sour.”

Mrs. Bodie also grows pear trees from seed that someday will join
the others already planted: “I put it there to catch. I put the seed [in
the bucket] and the seed spring. The seed spring just like that and
when the time come, I will find a nice place and set it out.”
Besides plum trees and papayas, she
has a full-size mango tree that
produces lots of sweet tasting fruit:

A mango tree similar to those planted
around Mrs. Bodie’s home

It’s a big one. It’s almost ready to
blossom. This is called a Kent
Mango tree. These little limbs had
mangos. This is where they come
from. They are red when they are
ready to be picked. Big mangos! The
seeds are small. I save these seeds
too. This one here was seed planted.
It doesn’t take very long for them to
produce.

The leaves of a pear tree
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Big sours are used to season
meat and fish

Mrs. Bodie climbed her
soursop tree (pictured on the
cover of this booklet) to
explain how they are used:

The heart shaped fruit of sugar apples are
ripe when the segments begin to open

When it is ripe all you do is
peel the skin off just the way
you do an apple. Inside it is
white and you have the seed.
When you beat it up all the
seed come out and you put
cream with it and that’s it.

Useful Wild Plants Around the Home
Wild plants growing near Mrs. Bodie’s home are used for a
variety of purposes, as she states: “I am always finding
things that can help around.”

Sometimes called PawPaw,
papayas grows throughout Mrs.
Bodie’s field

For example, the plant pictured to the left, is “one I
got out of the farm where I was cutting some high
bush. Some call it pineapple but it’s not a
pineapple. It’s in the form of pineapple- in threes.
But it’s just a plant that grows up in trees. I took it
off the tree and took it home. I had
good fate. Some ones didn’t make
it. This one spring and that one
there too.”

Mrs. Bodie shows us her new plants

At the same time, a small purpleflowering plant growing in the
shade of banana trees was said to
be:

That’s so pretty. These are the
same flowers that are run through some kind of hot substance and they
decorate hats. You see those purples there you look at the hats and see
those purples. These are the same that you see with that color. They get
those leaves or whatever. They take these that grow in the flowers’
garden and they call them “pretty up the hat”.

This purple flowering
vine is used to “pretty up
the house”

Another blue flowering vine (pictured to the right) climbing on shrubs surrounding Mrs.
Bodie’s field as well as a “flowers tree” growing close to her house wall, is used to
decorate hats worn for special occasions:
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It grows pretty. You see the hearts, they take these
and put them in some kind of glue and make it
stiff to pretty up the house. Some places they grow
plentiful. They go out and pick the flowers.

The leaves of Gabel trees are painted to
decorate hats

You see that tree there? You all might not know
this. You get those trees…the limb of those
trees…and you decorate hats. They will paint the
leaf with any different color they want to make up
your hat. Put it on your hat to make it look so
beautiful. It is called Gabel tree. You see how
these leaves grow so
long.

Mrs. Bodie identified Jumbay, a naturally occurring bush as
the one “that the creatures eat. It is what you feed the
creatures with. You don’t care how it is when you feed a
creature. When you see a creature lose and they are due, they
aren’t going to pick no other seed then this.”
Mrs. Bodie also goes to special places on the island to gather
things such as silver top. The top is used in the beautiful
Bahamian art of plaiting and straw work or can be woven
into useful things such as water lines on boats: “All of these I
plaited. These are the same plait in the market. I plait it and
send it into Nassau and I make a little basket for my self.
This is my new basket for the new crop.”

Jumbay grows in the bush and is fed to
animals

The finished plait is stored in
bundles

Top is collected in specific places on the island
Mrs. Bodie demonstrates her fast
plaiting skills
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All plait comes from the same palm top, but different sizes of plait
are prepared for making different items. The larger plaits are woven
into “mat plait” for making things such as Mrs. Bodie’s new seed
collecting basket, while the smaller plait is used to make purses,
dolls or hats for the straw market. After cutting the top, Mrs. Bodie
lets it dry in the sun wetting it as needed. Each plait has a light and
dark side that is woven together.
When one side gets short, she will add another plait by starting on
the opposite side of each color weaving it over into its matching
side. This creates the attractive crisscrossing pattern of color and
strength. The plait is then cut into the desired size and the ends are
removed. Mrs. Bodie taught her children this process and will
probably teach her grandchildren when they are a little older.

A fanner basket used to clean corn
In days gone by, wild plants
and beans. Hats, purses, dolls and
were used more extensively.
other useful crafts are made by
Almost every plant in the bush
Mrs. Bodie
had a use to past generations
of Exumians. For example,
soap bush was used for cleaning:

You call this soap bush. You believe me in days
gone, this what I used to wash with. Put it in the
water and you just rub it and this clean your
clothes. My father and my mother, they don’t know
nothing about soap. There was not soap back then.
The suds created by crushing soap bush leaves
were used by Exumians as soap

Cotton balls were collected from plants growing along
side the road: “This cotton is so important. You know the
cotton that you clean around with. When you buy the bag
with the cotton. That’s the same. You just take the seed
out.”

Cotton grows along roads in the Exumas providing
cotton balls
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Soft beds were made from a locally available grass
as well:

People slept on bed grass mattresses in days
gone by

In days gone, you believe me, as I speak they are
the grass where the whole island or where ever cut
them to put in your bed. We call it bed grass. When
you cut them green you have to let it dry. Then
make your mattress and stock your bed with that.
You stuff it round and round in the middle and then
you make it up. Don’t tell me you have to buy a bed
out of the shop. I’m telling you that’s my momma’s
days. That’s right. It sounds funny but that was days
gone. People who were rich man or poor man used
to use bed grass. When I grow up, I meet my
mommy doing these grass bed and whatever. We
learned it because there was no other choice.

People would harvest and eat wild plants such as sea
grapes:
Man, look here when these have berries on it you call it
the grape tree. You know they will be so sweet. When
you see they have the grapes on it, Man for God’s sake,
they are sweet.
In addition, community
members would hold social
gatherings under trees, such as
the large fig tree near Mrs.
Bodie’s home: “this is where
Sisal leaves we dried and made into rope
when we have home coming,
that’s where everybody will
meet during the home coming. It’s used as a tea bush as well.”
In the old days, people would come together to help each other
build new homes:
You all been around in the time when you use to beat stone to
build house. All them places, my places were made of all stone.
You have to beat the stone to pour the bellcost, to pour the
foundations and then before they used the block, then you have
The large fig tree near Mrs.
to beat the stone to pour the floor. Hard work! God was with us.
Bodie’s home
You beat it down to this size to pour the floor. You mix that with
the cement and the water and sand. Then you pour your floor.
Then you got to pour your bellcost. Then when you get through with that before then the
foundation. Then you cut up the mason block up until you get to the bellcost. That’s
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another pouring with crack stone, sand
and cement. Easy you know? You look at
things you really said are easy. It’s not
easy. And in the back here I have to mix
my own mortars but I leave it to God. The
roof is a little different because we use to
use shingles. We took off the shingle and
now we use we call it tarpaper. You put
the black paper on first then you put
whatever you see on top it now. All these
houses you see it’s the same.

An old style Exumain home and community water well

Until recent years, people did not have running
water. Fresh water had to be carried from a
community well, as Mrs. Bodie explained:
That’s where you have to pull your water up
with the kettle and fill your bucket. You have
three or four buckets. You have to put them on
In the past, food was cooked over open flame
your head and go home and come back again to
get the other one and carry them home until you
get enough water. You have a rope to the kettle to pull the water up. The well, I think, is
seventy-five feet deep. You needed plenty ropes to draw the kettle.
However, Mrs. Bodie had modern
conveniences well before the government
provided them to people of The Hermitage:

This stone wall in Mrs. Bodie’s field divides family
land passed down over generations

We used to use kerosene lamps and candles.
With me, I had a generator. I had my own
pump and we had light before the government
think about putting lights through the
community. This was nine years ago that the
government put running water and light. But I
had mine… my oldest boy is thirty-seven
years. I had it when they were born. My
children were born in electric light and water
running in the house.
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The Healing Bush
Many Exumians still regularly use
bush medicine, Mrs. Bodie included,
as she pointed out: “I have things but
I don’t crave it. You come to me you
welcome to it. My craving is
drinking tea. Twenty-four hours a
day. I love tea, Baby.” In her
grandparent’s day, the healing
remedies of the bush were all they
had and they were quite satisfied
with that. Learning from experience,
her parents and grandparents, she
continues to use the medicine God
has placed on the earth:
God has provided for generations of Exumians healing remedies
found only in special places in the bush

You don’t need doctors. I don’t like
them. God has the doctor. You go in
the bush and get something, you will never know what it’s good for until you get through
it. It’s amazing to know, people don’t have to go in the shop to buy nothing to make tea
you know. All of these are tea bush. God put it right in our hands. Medicine is right in the
island. Everywhere you go you could find bush
what heal people’s body.
Bush medicines can be gathered at anytime but“You just have to know where it is.” Medicine
plants grow in Mrs. Bodie’s field, special places in
the bush, on the beach or in the sea itself. They can
also be found around her home and yard:

This tea bush is called “eyes” and is bathed in to
alleviate sores

There are many things that grow in this place. You
would have to know what it is really good for, but
as for me, I could tell you. That’s why I have
bushes...trees around my house…they’re good. This
is for cough as I said or whatever. You pick one leaf
of that and boil that. You drink it for medicine.

Medicine bushes are collected and prepared
differently depending on the ailment being treated. To make bush teas, the leaves or other
plant parts are collected, boiled and then stained. Sugar cane and cream are often added
to taste.
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Specific plants that can be found just outside her
backdoor include sunflowers and dill:

Dill seed “springs” around Mrs.
Bodie’s home

I always weed around them and when the flowers
dry in the middle, you get the seeds. The seeds from
that and you don’t have to sprinkle them you know.
Every year they grow up just like those trees. You
could weed that and pull all the weeds and when
they are dry, then you get the top of them. We call
them dill seed and you don’t see them no more. You
could pull them up and burn them and the place is
clean. When you see the time like this, they spring
up. You don’t know where they come from. Time and
the season.

Sunflowers “are good for if you have pain in your stomach and [it’s]
even good for sores.” Dill seed, on the other hand, is made into a tea
“for young babies. They grow all through the year. Now when they
dry down you will see them no more. But then they will start
springing up.”
A Saav bush growing near the wall of Mrs.
Bodie’s house “is good for cough. This
grows right there and if anyone has a cough
or cold you just pick a leaf and you boil it.
It’s something like a medicine. You can
drink it but it isn’t a tea bush.”
Coming away from her home, a small-leafed
plant called gale-of-wind is found growing
amongst the grass:

Sunflowers can cure stomach
pain and sores

It’s plentiful around [and] when you have
the flu, you don’t have to go to the
doctor. I don’t like the doctor. I boil this.
[Gale-of-wind is also] good for bad
Boiled leaves of Saav bush helps
stomach. You have upset stomach. You
with coughs and colds
can’t take your meal. You can’t settle
down your stomach. You go and you boil
this. Drink it. It’s even good for high pressure. They don’t have
much smell. If you have high pressure you go get these bushes and
put them together. It got to be an even number. The fig leaf… the
fig tree…I have no fig tree…you get the fig leaf and you get this
Gale-of-wind grass is “plentiful
around” and is an important Bush
Medicine
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same bush and you get another bush along with it. I see them I know them and you put
them together. Boil them for high pressure. I don’t go to the doctor.
Towering over the gale-of-wind grass, are the banana trees that
produce the sweet tasting fruit. The purple “banana ball” has been
used by Mrs. Bodie to treat her young children’s irritated tongues:
You see that banana ball. You see that banana there, a child
have…what I am saying you may not know…but if you are on the
island here…all you do is cut that and drip it and put it on the
child’s tongue and it will come right off. Sometimes those little
infants can’t eat from taking bottle. Sucking bottle irritate their
tongue. That’s in the banana ball, you cut the end of that and you
drop that at the end of
their tongue.

The banana ball relieves the
irritated tongues of infants

The fruit trees growing throughout her
yard such as the pear and soursop trees
are also used in bush medicine. In
particular, sour limes, once yellow in
color, are “squeezed in tea for colds
with plain water and salt and you
drink it.” One such sour lime was
planted by Mrs. Bodie at her church,

as she explained:
This is our church here. You ever seen sour limes? I plant
this sour lime tree. The first time they start building the
church and it never bear for a long time. It just start bearing
now. You can make tea with this sour.

Sour lime juice is a common additive to
bush teas

Additionally, a rootless plant growing out of a sour lime was
described as:
This thing here…these don’t grow
on the ground. They have no
roots. They grow up in the tree
but separate from the tree they
have a season. They are good for
sores. No need to go to the
doctor! Boil it and bath in it with
salt.

In her field, scurgeon needle
grows and is used for sores

This rootless plant growing from a sour lime
tree is good for sores
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The yellow and white flowering Shepard’s needle is “good
for sores too. Sometimes you see us use medicine from
doctors, it comes from the bush. You boil it and bath in it if
you have eremitism or sores.”
According to Mrs. Bodie, there
are two kinds of sage that have
bush medicine value. The yellow
flowering sage is used to treat
sores:
The popular cure-all, referred to as
allivas, has many medicinal usages

This one here you put with
Shepard’s needle and bathe in it.
Smells very strong. If this didn’t
smell like a medicine you would
never know. This is a medicine
bush with a yellow flower it
grows wild in the bush.

Shepard’s needle can be mixed with
other bushes to cure many things

The second sage was described as: “This is the fine sage.
This is the other one. That’s good to bathe in too. That´s
the big leaf one.”

Yellow flowering sage can be found in and
around Mrs. Bodie’s yard. It is used in
many Bush Medicine remedies

Moreover, the orange colored love vine: “doesn’t grow
every where. You see, they are such a proud thing. They
don’t bear everywhere. Certain places they bear. They
are proud just like some people.” Commonly, found
climbing over the shrubs along the street, the vine
doesn’t “have the sweet smell but it have the sweet taste.
I can’t tell you what this love vine is for but when you
drink it, drink it with LOVE!” It can be beaten and mixed
with strong back and gommalimi to

create a tea that is so strong that: “Man, you will
kill a lion.” This remedy will also alleviate a painful
back. By boiling these plants together and bathing
in it one should, “in three days time, feel better.”
Other useful bush medicines include heart head,
baytime, feather babe and blue flower, the leaves of
which are an effective treatment for worms: “You
beat this and you stain it and you warm it and give
the child if the child have worm.” Similarly, canker
berries are used in childcare:
As the name implies, love vine should be used
with care
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With this we don’t have to go to the doctor to
clean our children tongue. When they have
trash, you broke that up, you mash it up and you
put it with a little tip of salt and clean the child
tongue.
Many more medicine plants and tea bushes are
found in specific places on the island. To find
these and to know how to properly use them
requires the remarkable knowledge possessed
by Exumians like Mrs. Bodie as she shared:

Cranker berries are used in child care

It grows in that same special place that kind of thing grow. See
with teas and medicine bush they don’t grow everywhere. You
have to know that. They are something very proud. You can
grow plants for medicine. They grow wild too but you have to
know them out in the bush.

Gommalimi is an important tea bush
used by many Exumians

Strong back alleviates pain associated with a hard day’s
work

Five finger is mixed with love vine, strong back and
gommalimi to make a powerful and tasty tea
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Conching, Grubbing, and Other Kinds of Fishing
In addition to farming and using bush medicine, Mrs.
Bodie is skilled in island traditions that involve the
sea:
You couldn’t beat me fishing. I go fishing. I dive
conch. I do all that. I skull boat. I sailed my daddy’s
sailboat. You know we used to have these little
gommalimi boat and when we sisters go swimming,
Man, we take that little boat and me daddy make the
little sail on the boat and we put in the sail and we
sail the boat. I thank God for just, you know, I always
was just a person as a child [who] liked to be
independent. I just like to work. I like to just go after
something very interesting. You know, I don’t like
play. I was a child growing up and never like play. If
I got to do something, I just do it. Have a good sense!
Like plants, the sea plays a central role in the lives of
Exumian people. Many styles of fishing have been
developed over the years, as Mrs. Bodie described:
The sea is central in the lives of Exumian

You have fishing with
people like Mrs. Bodie
the line and the same
dogwood that’s another way you catch fish. And the
grubbing that’s the way you catch another fish. And then my
father, we have as I said we have a boat with a well. They
put the fish pot down and when you leave that there for an
hour and half or two hour, when they go back they pull that
pot up. Man, the fish going to be there. We call it the big
vessel with sail and everything and that well in the boat full
with water. They just take the fish pot and just put the fish in
that well. Keep that fish swimming live, live, live!
In Mrs. Bodie’s hometown of Barraterre, people practiced
another kind of special fishing. At night, people would go
into the shallows at half tide and chop fish:

Mrs. Bodie goes crabbing at night
using this handy bag which she made
from palm top

Let me say this about night. Now in my home, Barraterre,
we chop fish in the night. We can’t do it over here, you
know. When you go out say to fish in the night, you have
either a search light or a lantern or get the dry leaf and
according to how the tide is, Man, when you look on the
bottom of the water down in them creek, you see a big fish
lay down in the bottom of the water. The water sometimes
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may catch up to your knees and sometime it catch you a little bit to your ankle and you
walk and you are going. When you get to the shore and see them laying off there
sleeping, use your cutlass but the way you have to use the cutlass is the way to use cutlass
in the water. You can’t do it like that. You have to do it something like this because if you
do it like that you will cut your self. The cutlass will slide through the water and that will
catch you. You see the fish there, Man, you chop it on the head. Then you pick that up
and put it in your basket.
Growing up in Barraterre, Mrs. Bodie also learned how to dive for conch:
I go fishing too and dive conch. I do all that.
That’s Barraterre. But you know right here
[The Hermitage] you can dive no conch.
You got to go way out there. But Barraterre,
you go right out on the bay. You could dive
your conch, put it in the boat and as fast as
you get your conch you put it in the boat
and somebody is keeping up the boat. Was
six of us sisters. Our bothers, them were
older than us and they was traveling. We
would take the boat and go conching, go
fishing, strike lobster. I do all of that, Man.
When you dive [conch], you bring it up and
throw the conch in the boat with the shell.
Then when we get home, we put them on the
rock. We broke them out, clean the conch
and have conch. I do it here too but no
conch area close.

Diving for conch is Bahamian tradition

In the old days, people could catch fish
using a plant that grows wild in the bush:

Now when I was much younger I heard

Dogwood was used in the old days to poison fish

them we always say… it’s a wood. And you
beat it and when you beat this wood it’s a
poisonwood. And you say you are going to
poison fish. To get fish sometimes it’s a
group and you put the wood into soak and
when that wood would soak and get bitter
then you say tomorrow or sometime “I go
poison fish.” I don’t know much about that
one but I have an understanding by my
parents and them and my old aunts. They
carried a bucket with them. Dogwood that’s
it! And you beat that dogwood and let it
steep and that dogwood you say you going
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to poison fish and you know where all the fishes be. And Man, when you put that water
down throw that water around in the mangrove tree, then you see the fish float up. Come
right up!
Down in the mangroves another
form of remarkable fishing is
practiced. Grubbing is an
Exumian tradition of fishing with
one’s bare hands. In the
Hermitage, people would go
grubbing at “the creek” just off
the road near the settlement’s
church. People would go when
they needed “a meal of fish.”
Men or women, usually friends
or family, would cross the creek
to the mangroves when the tide
was “half low”, as Mrs. Bodie
explained:
We call it the creek and when we
The road to “The Creek” near the church in The Hermitage
go through the creek and we saw
the fishes. And they run in the
hole and we would jump down. The place is shallow and then we go and we see a fish run
in the hole as I said and we’ll watch the fish. And if the fish don’t run out, we would put a
hand in the hole and Man, that hole will be packed with fish. And one of my sisters would
just hold the basket and we just catch the fish and throw it in the basket until we get all
the fish out the hole.
When asked what kind of special knowledge is needed to go grubbing Mrs. Bodie shared:
“Well, I think it’s the mind. You see, we grow and get it from our parents.” Mrs. Bodie’s
father, who learned from his parents, taught her how to grub:
It came from my father and my oldest brother. My parents had more daughters than sons.
Only three sons but there were six daughters of us. And then we all liked to go in the
boat. That’s how come we get to know about boat, know about grub fish, know the fishing
because we was the boys. And the boys they were older so when they used to travel off,
the girls wait around and take care of everything.
There are dangers involved in grubbing that can be avoided if one follows the
recommendations of Mrs. Bodie:
But when you see the fish go in and run back out, don’t go to the hole because there are
moray in the hole. They will bite you. If moray in the hole the fish ain’t going to stay in
the hole. They run right back out. Ok? And if you see the fish go there and you see that
fish stay a while, you put your hand in and take your hand out if the water is cool.
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Something’s in the hole will bite you either the moray or other biting things. The water
going to be just like ice and so you will have to take you hand out quickly. Something
different inside! Now when you see the fish in there and they stay there, Man, everyone
run in that hole and we don’t stop until we get it all out.
In the sea are other dangerous creatures
that need to be taken into consideration
when one goes fishing and grubbing:

There are unseen dangers in the mangrove forest that can be
avoided if one follows the recommendations of Mrs. Bodie

I don’t think much shark used to be in
the creek where we go [grubbing] but
worst would be like moray. Moray like
mangrove places! You have shark, you
have moray, and you have barracuda.
They are the three badest things in the
sea. People catch barracuda because
they eat barracuda. You could know the
poison one. They’re black! When you
see the meat black, black, black that’s a
poison one. I catch this sense from my
father. Fishing, plaiting, farming- thank
the father. Sailboat, carpentry, masonry
- I do all that!

According to Mrs. Bodie, it does not take long to get good at grubbing:
No, it take you no time, sense fish in the hole. We walk going across and we see that fish,
Man, you see that some go in that hole. We stand and watch and we see them come out
and you go and grub. Just get it and throw it in your basket or throw it in the bucket. And
Man, by the time you leave that hole, you catch everyone. It’s a joy! Man, you would like
to know what some of we Bahamians could do.
Once one finds a hole to grub, they must grab the fish by the gills or they will be lost:
You have to catch the fish by the head, you know. When you hold the fish and you get it
by the head, you will be able to hold the head between the gill and you will be able to
bring it. You can’t get it by his tail because the tail gonna slip out your hand. You got to
hold them with that head and Man, you pull them out the hole.
Another type of grubbing has been used in the mangroves. This technique requires
several people to stomp in the mud so that the fish become confused: “We muddy the
water and when the fish drink that mud from the water, Boy, you see them floating and
we just catch them and put them in the basket.”
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When grubbing, one can catch the following kinds of fish: “You get the grunt, Margaret
fish, and sometime you catch snappers. We never grub no bonefish but we fish for
bonefish. White fish too.”
People developed this style of
fishing because “it’s a very
important thing. Something
like that is all we used to make
a living off.” Today, you won’t
find many young people
grubbing in The Creek. As
Mrs. Bodie explained, her
children grow up learning other
important skills:
No, I never taught my children
grubbing. See all my children
was girls and the boys, them
they just grow up and they
more was in school. And they
like to…one is carpentry, one
is masonry- different work!
They’re more into hotels. From
“The Creek” near Mrs. Bodie’s home, where she and her sister continue
when they grow up like when I
to grub fish with their bare hands
used to work at Peace and
Plenty, I carried the little boys
and from there on they trained. They trained to get more and more knowledgeable and go
off for themselves. I have some in the police. One’s a baker. The girls are doing well also.
However, one can still find Mrs. Bodie and her sister Miriam, down at The Creek
grubbing for a fresh meal: “We don’t have much boat now but my sister and I, we go
down in the creek on the seaside and we go down and grub fish. We still go!”
Like other Exumians, Mrs. Bodie and her sister maintain this tradition because of its life
sustaining importance:
To me, I’ve found it’s a pleasure doing it. You know, it’s a great learning because
sometimes you don’t gotta depend on nobody to buy you fish. You grub your own fish. I
don’t pay for that! I ain’t buy that! I grub that! I catch that!
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Closing Remarks and Thank You
Mrs. Bodie continues to work very hard making a
good living in the quiet settlement of The Hermitage
on the Exuma Cays:
You know, experience from the boat on that sea is
where God had made it for his people to make a
living. I’ll tell you, just like sponge, make a living off
sponge, make a living off straw work, make a living
off farming. That’s why you see farming is now still
going on today. But not as much as you use to
because all the old folks them died out. But the
younger ones they aren’t much into that now. But like
me, I love my farm! I love my farm!

As an expert in island life, Mrs. Bodie shares
some of her knowledge with us

Although times are changing for Exumians, the hope is that
younger generations will grow up loving and knowing their
island home as much as Mrs. Bodie, and that people
everywhere will come to possess the wisdom she holds:
It’s very easy. You won’t believe what you can get out of
things. You won’t believe it! You see if you work and put
something in the earth God will bless it. Whatever God blesses
in the earth and not grow you may not like it but you just
worship and pray because it’s the work of God. Man can’t do
this! All I can do is work! You put it in this ground and if the
Lord won’t allow it to spring it dies. That’s just human. God
gives us life and while we have this life, God gives us a need
and we serve God!

Mrs. Bodie preparing for
another year of farming with
her newly plaited basket

Mrs. Bodie’s grandson learning from his
knowledgeable grandmother
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Mrs. Esther Mae Bodie and Nathan O’Meara on March 22, 2003 at her home in the
Hermitage

On behalf of the University of Arizona and College of the Bahamas team, I want to thank
Mrs. Bodie, her family and the many Exumians from Little Farmer’s Cay, Barraterre,
Moss Town, The Hermitage, William’s Town, The Ferry, and Forbes Hill for sharing
their lives, stories, and knowledge with us. As Mrs. Bodie would say: “While it’s life, it’s
hope and we will meet again.”
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